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Help your students get the most out of their literature course.Updated with new terms, examples,
and exercises, and to reflect the 2016 MLA guidelines, the Second Edition of Essential Literary
Terms defines more than 225 must-know literary terms in clear and concise prose, and offers an
abundance of examples and exercises to enhance understanding. Master teacher Sharon
Hamilton has drawn on decades of teaching experience at the college and AP® levels to design
this book especially for introductory students.

"More than a history of social change and shoplifting. It is a study of consumer culture and
technological change, class privilege and gender roles in transition, female criminality and social
control...Interesting, well-written, and informative."--American Journal of Sociology"[An]
intelligent and intriguing probe into the social history of American shoplifting...A fascinating
story, replete with evidence of changing and intersecting class and gender relationships. The
author tells it inventively and well."--The Journal of American History"Unlike social theorists who
view industrial capitalism as a resolute march toward modernity, Ableson offers a far more
sophisticated and complex interpretation...Exceptionally provocative and well-conceived."--
Business History Review"Interesting and well-written...Well put together and suggestive."--
American Historical Review"Abelson offers fresh material...in her lively and eminently readable
social history of shoplifting in the United States and, tangentially, Europe...Students of
developments and transmutation of gender stereotypes of modern capitalist society will love this
book--as will those who ponder the meaning of the glittering and far-flung shopping malls of our
own time. Abelson's trenchant comments also illuminate the history of labeling in deviance and
its interconnections with social and economic interests."--Contemporary Sociology"Very well
written, original, and compelling. It breaks fresh ground and commands the reader's attention."--
Daniel Horowitz, Smith College"The outlines of a kleptomania story have been adumbrated, but
a full-fledged treatment of the subject has been wanting until the publication of Elaine Abelson's
excellent and readablee account of shoplifiting in the Victorian American department store."--
Victorian StudiesAbout the AuthorElaine S. Abelson is at Eugene Lang College.
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Rick, “I wish this could provide key answers at the end for the exercises.. Content organization is
fine, but this needs a key answer page at the end of the book for those practice exercises.”

Veronica Holmes, “Used for AP Literature class!. I was asked to purchase this book for my AP
Literature class. The book covers an array of literary topics and provides you with thought-
provoking exercises. I would definitely recommend this book for inquiring individuals!”

MeeGee, “Love it!. Great book!  Easy reading! Highly recommend it!”

Alex, “Weird copy. It seems like I got a fairly new book. However, the cover/back cover is on
upside down and backwards. That'll be a little annoying. Hope no one thinks I look completely
incompetent in class....”

Alyssa, “Perfect. Fast and perfect.”

Kidlit Fan, “Comprehensive and authoritative, yet easy to review and refer to.. Comprehensive
and authoritative, yet easy to review and refer to. This book allows me to prepare presentations
and speak with confidence about literary terms. I know I will use it as a helpful guide again and
again.”

BeautifulBabyGirl, “and i was very pleased with the condition of the book. thank you , order
came earlier than date assigned, and i was very pleased with the condition of the book, will
order again”

Ebook Library Reader, “condition. In good condition.”

Chiorisi, “Good purchase. A handy resource. Pleased with it.”

The book by Sharon Hamilton has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 159 people have provided feedback.
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